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WAYS
EDEA MAKES
YOUR SKATING
BETTER

• more comfort
Edea

boots

are

designed

• greater safety –
for

maximum

more confidence

comfort and the profile allows a full range

- Edea molded waterproof sole ensures fit-

of motion, making skating smoother and

tings can be mounted more securely and

more stylish. The anatomical shell structure

that they stay in place. An added bonus is

gives natural support, the heel pocket holds

that there is no need to Snow Seal the sole.

the foot in place and the inner padding adds

- Edea designed Hi-low screws use the la-

comfort without pressure points so you can

test technology and materials to hold blades

train harder and skate for longer.

more tightly in position. Once fitted there is
no need for adjustment, you just skate.

• instant custom fit

- Edea hooks are forged in steel and atta-

Edea boots are anatomically designed to fit

and lacing more comfortable.

most feet perfectly with the memory foam

- Edea laces special blend of material adds

making the final adjustments to ensure that

extra strength and reduces stretch. When

personal fit.

Unlike old fashioned methods

used with the recommended outside-in la-

which just altered the padding Edea shells

cing method, they lock feet in position giving

are heat adjustable so a skilled technician

greater flexibility.

can fit you boot accurately for maximum

These 4 design innovations combine to give

comfort giving you a custom fit in hours.

• more control -

extra strength, better control and greater

Once fitted our shells keeps their shape and

safety.

greater sensitivity

don’t require constant re-shaping.

Great skaters feel the edges and Edea’s bo-

• short break in time

• ultra lightweight
Edea boots are all designed with lightness
in mind creating increase acceleration and
longer ‘air time’. Innovation in materials
and technology means Edea boots are the
lightest in the world giving extra maneuverability and added spring. Our boots make even
the longest training session less tiring.

ots are designed to maximize this feel. Innovative design means a thinner sole for gre-

Edea boots are lighter, anatomically sha-

ater sensitivity and a lower center of gravity

ped and more flexible, making them more

for more control. Revolutionary heel design

comfortable than old fashioned boots. This

and rounded sole increases control and al-

means before stepping on the ice you have

lows deeper edge leans.

already reduced the break-in time. As soon
as you lace the boot the memory foam begins to shape to your foot, so by the time
you’ve done one workout session you are ready to continue with your training.

ched in a unique way making them stronger

• 100% italian design
From drawing board to ice rink our work is
driven by passion, innovation and style. Being
Italian all our boots come with built-in elegance while family passion ensures the highest
quality in every boot. Our on-site production
allows us to respond quickly to demand.

• the anti-shock system
Figure skaters are always looking to push the
boundaries; they want the latest technology
to help them. Our highly skilled technicians

OLD

traditional

NEW
edea

got feedback on what skaters wanted from
boots, combined it with the latest research to
create the revolutionary Anti-Shock System.
Every time a skater lands a jump, there is
an impact. The impact produces a shockwave that moves up through the legs and then

more
control

throughout the body. These shockwaves can
cause muscular-skeletal degeneration and injuries through overtraining.
In order to prevent them, we added two separate layers of Noene material to the bottom
of the Piano, one integrated in the outer sole,
one integrated inside the boot. Noene material absorbs and then disperses the harmful

better
design

vibrations, stopping them being absorbed by
the body
The Anti – Shock System reduces the strain
on the knees and ankles, it improves ice speed
and stability and it gives a firmer base to execute quicker jumps and transitions.

greater
comfort

BETTER SKATING

WHY PLAY
THE PIANO?
ANTI-SHOCK SYSTEM

smoother skating
absorbs more impacts

HEEL LOCK

better foot position
for more control

MORE SUPPORT

increases power
transmission

THE NEW
ANTI-SHOCK
SYSTEM

MORE SUPPORT
The new design with its 7
openings (7 notes) and extra
stitching

both

add

additional

support. The power generated by
the skater is transmitted better to
the blade making the skate react
quicker to each push, this gives you improved thrust
and more control when
skating.

HEEL LOCK

• minimizes impact shocks
• absorbs ice chatter
• reduces wobble

The Piano has been ergonomically
designed to the curve of the foot
giving the skater a better feel and
more control over their movements while also reducing

Every time a skater lands a jump

strain.

there is an impact. This can be eight
times their body weight. It sends
shockwaves that spread through the body

POWER

causing aches and pains that lead to overuse i
njuries.Piano has been designed and created using

Stability

special materials capable of absorbing and dispersing

The Piano is the latest step
in skating technology, minimi-

these shockwaves. Two integrated Noene anti-shock layers

zing the impacts and maxi-

in the boots plus a revolutionary inner sole with Poron heel

mizing your safety. It gives

insert reduces the strain on the body. This material absorbs

more Stability, allows for

ice chatter giving you a firmer base to jump from. Additionally it

great Power transfer and

reduces the wobble on landing allowing you to execute quicker
jumps and transitions improving ice speed.

Power

Movement

quicker Movements.

PIANO
The Piano is the latest step in skating technology,
minimizing the impacts and maximizing your safety.
It gives more Stability, allows for great Power
transfer and quicker Movements.
Anti-shock
smoother skating absorbs more impacts

SUPPORT
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EXTRA STRONG
Heel lock
better foot position for more control
More support
increases power transmission
Boot collar
redesigned to give greater comfort
Multiple tongue tabs
control the position of the
tongue for greater comfort

PERFORMANCE

TRIPLE QUAD
JUMPS
For ease of fitting Edea boots
are available in 5mm increments.
White available from

225mm to 280mm lengths.
Black available from

225mm to 310mm lengths.
find out more:

ICE FLY
The Ice Fly is the lightest skating boot
available and represents a huge
turning point in skating and skate
technology. An ultra-modern design
for skaters who like winning.
ultra lightweight materials
giving you extra maneuverability
and added spring
added flexibility
means greater fluidity of
movement on the ice
dual sole
reduces vibrations and ice chatter
micro-perforated air tech lining
ensures your boots are fresh
for the next session
multiple tongue tabs
control the position of the tongue
for greater comfort

SUPPORT
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EXTRA STRONG
PERFORMANCE

TRIPLE QUAD
JUMPS
For ease of fitting Edea boots
are available in 5mm increments.
White available from

225mm to 280mm lengths.
Black available from

225mm to 310mm lengths.
Find out more:

ICE FLY

CONCERTO
The Concerto has been designed for high
performance ice skating. edea have used
their experience and know how to produce
a boot that combines modern technology
with the traditional look.
innovative design and traditional leather
combined to give extra support
for skaters requiring extra strength
dual sole
reduces vibrations and ice chatter
leather upper with special water
repellent treatment
for easy maintainance
micro-fibre perforated lining
for added ventilation
multiple tongue tabs
control the position of the tongue
for greater comfort

SUPPORT
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EXTRA STRONG
PERFORMANCE

TRIPLE QUAD
JUMPS
For ease of fitting Edea boots
are available in 5mm increments.
White available from

225mm to 280mm lengths.
Black available from

225mm to 310mm lengths.
Find out more:

CONCERTO

CHORUS
The Chorus boot is a combination
of lightweight design and edea technology.
it is the next step for serious
skaters who are looking to include
double jumps in their routines.
leather upper with special water
repellent treatment
for easy maintainance
micro-fibre perforated lining
for added ventilation
padded back cuff
allow the skater to point the toes
adding elegance to the performance
4 Crystals from Swarovski®
for an added finishing touch

SUPPORT

70
RIGID

PERFORMANCE

DOUBLE
JUMPS
For ease of fitting Edea boots
are availablein 5mm increments.
Ivory available from

225mm to 280mm lengths.
Black available from

225mm to 310mm lengths.
Find out more:

CHORUS

OVERTURE
The Overture boot is a combination of
lightweight design and Edea technology.
It is our best selling boot. It offers good
support and great flexibility for the
skaters who are looking to develop.
SUPPORT
leather upper with special water
repellent treatment
for easy maintainance
micro-fibre lining
for added ventilation
3 Crystals from Swarovski®
for an added finishing touch
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medium RIGID
PERFORMANCE

SINGLE
JUMPS/AXEL
For ease of fitting Edea boots
are available in 5mm increments.
Ivory available from

195mm to 280mm lengths.
Black available from

195mm to 310mm lengths.
Available with or without blades.

Find out more:

OVERTURE

PRELUDIO
The Preludio is for skaters starting to
skate in competition. this boot offers all
the technical benefits from edea’s top of
the range boots because it is designed
using the same technology.
leather upper with special water
repellent treatment
for easy maintenance
extra soft Microfibre antibacterial lining
for greater comfort and hygiene
a Crystals from Swarovski®
for an added finishing touch

SUPPORT

35
SOFT

PERFORMANCE

BASIC SKILLS
SINGLE JUMPS
For ease of fitting Edea boots
are available in 5mm increments.
Ivory available from

195mm to 280mm lengths.
Black available from

195mm to 310mm lengths.
Available with or without blades.

Find out more:

PRELUDIO

MOTIVO
The Motivo is a ready-to-skate boot
designed with adults or the
serious beginners in mind.

leather upper with special
water repellent treatment
for easy maintainance
extra soft antibacterial lining
for greater comfort and hygiene
extra padding on both toes and cuffs
for added comfort

SUPPORT

38
SOFT

PERFORMANCE

BASIC SKILLS
AMATEUR
For ease of fitting Edea boots
are available in 5mm increments.
Ivory available from
185mm to 280mm lengths.
Black available from

185mm to 280mm lengths.
Available with or without blades.

Find out more:

MOTIVO

BRIO
The Brio is a ready-to-skate boot designed with the beginner in mind.

thermo-insulating material
for added warmth and easy
maintenance
Antibacterial lining
for better hygiene

SUPPORT

25

MEDIUM SOFT
extra padding on both toes
and cuffs
for added comfort

PERFORMANCE

BASIC SKILLS
AMATEUR
For ease of fitting Edea boots
are available in 5mm
increments from

185mm to 280mm
lengths. Available
with or without blades.

Find out more:

BRIO

FLAMENCO ICE
The Flamenco ice is specifically designed
for grace and elegance using edea
technology and cutting edge design.

low-cut dance profile
designed to increase fluidity of movement
new padded back cuff
for greater comfort when dancing
leather upper with special water
repellent treatment for easy maintainance
micro-fibre perforated lining
for freshness

SUPPORT

70
stiff

PERFORMANCE

ALL DANCE
LEVELS
For ease of fitting Edea boots
are available in 5 mm increments.
Ivory available from

225mm to 280mm lengths.
Black available from

225mm to 310mm lengths.
Find out more:

FLAMENCO ICE

ACCESSORIES
bags

Techno pink
skate bag

Edea offers the latest
fashion with added Italian
style. Our extensive range
means there is a bag that
is right for you.

Techno red
skate bag

mariposa
skate bag

jacquard
skate bag

back pack

trolley

super trolley

blade covers
Skates need looking after
and blade buddies do just that,
after wiping down you can put
your blades away with a smile.

ELEPHANT

BEE

LADYBUG

BUTTERFLY

PIG

RABBIT

CAT

HIPPO

TIGER

COCKER

PAPILLON

COW

“MINK” BLADE COVERS

GONDOLA
BLADE COVERS

Add glamour by a touch of
elegance in this blade covers
made of synthetic mink with
the Edea logo in rhinestone
on one side. The inner
padding with an absorbent
lining keeps the blades dry.

Protect your blades and
help them to last longer and prevent rusting.
They’re reinforced with
an extra nylon base. The
thick inner padding and
the absorbent cotton
lining help to remove moisture and
keep the blades
dry.

PEARL

SKATEGUARDS

BLAK

WHIT

PURP

TEAL

PINK

CEL

BLU

RED

YELL

FPIN

GLITTER

PPIN

PLUM

PGRE

SILVER

GCIC

GBLK

GYEL

GPIN

JELLY

GORA

GGRE

GCLE

JBLU

JGRE

JPIN

JPUR

Protect your blade
edges and our
fantastic range
means we’ve got
a color that is you.
Pearl
BLACK

Pearl
WHITE

Pearl
PURPLE

Pearl
TEAL

Pearl
PINK

Pearl
CELESTE

Pearl
BLUE

Pearl
RED

Pearl
YELLOW

Pearl
FLUO PINK

Pearl
PINK

Pearl
PLUM

Pearl
GREEN

Pearl
SILVER

Glitter
Glitter
CICLAMINE BLACK

Glitter
Glitter Glitter Glitter
YELLOW PINK ORANGE GREEN

Glitter
CLEAR

Jelly
BLUE

Jelly
GREEN

Jelly
PINK

Jelly
PURPLE

strass
gripping
gloves

touch
gripping
gloves

Elegance and
functionality
combined in a
pair of gloves:
rubber dots
on the palms
for a better grip
and a sparkling
Edea logo to
shine on the
ice.

With 3
special finger
tips these
gloves work
on smart
phones
so you
can stay
connected
at the rink.

black

gripping
gloves

laces

fuchsia

red

Use our special
laces to ensure
maximum comfort
in your Edea skates.

orange

®

yellow

white

Our palm
protection
range offers
extra shock
protection as
you practice
jumps and
extra grip
for pair
skin
skating.

laces with
1 crystal
from
swarovski

pink

For some extra
style you can use
our special laces
which are inlaid
with 1 Crystal
from Swarovski ®

colored
gloves
white

green
black

skin

Our basic range
offers a splash
of inspirational
colors.

thermo boot
cover
Worried about cold feet?
Our thermal boot covers can ensure extra
warmth for those long
training sessions. Our
slick Italian design has
included a zip to help ensure that you stay warm
and that the boot is easy
to put on and take off
without removing the
boot cover.

odour
absorbers
Soaks up excess
moisture and ensures your boots
are fresh for the
next session.

socks
Our special crease resistant sock
increases sensitivity while allowing
better movement without rubbing.
They also absorb moisture and
maintain a constant temperature,
which means you are already one
step ahead. They come in 2 sizes
(S,M) so are great for all feet.

polish
Polish adds that final shine
on competition day and ensures
you’ll stand out to the judges
while ensuring your boots stay
at the top of their game.

mariposa
selfie
monster

lace puller
This means you can
get the best fit on the
ice and the quickest
way out of the boots.
An essential for any
serious skater.

SHOCK ABSORBER
UNDERSOLE

DIGITAL
JUMPING
ROPE

Edea’s shock absorber
is the first in a range
of product designed to
be the skater’s friend
and develop safer training.
This Shock absorber
reduces landing impact
by 98% and reduces
vibrations allowing you
train longer without
added risks.It is designed
to fit all Edea boots and
its revolutionary thinness
means no performance
loss and added stability.

Strength means
better skating
and our jump
rope allows
you to enjoy your
jumping while
measuring your
improvement.

LACE STRAPS

INSOLES

Edea Lace Straps
are specially
created to keep
laces tighter longer.
They also mean you
can tuck your laces
away giving you
extra style during
your extra ice-time.
One size fit all.
Available in white
and black color.

Looking to smarten up old boots.
New laces and insoles can add life
to you favourite old boots.
A) The basic insole adds comfort
and hygiene to any boot.
B arch support
B) The anatomic adds
as well as comfort and hygiene.

A
B

SPINNERS
Off the ice you
can still train
with an Edea
designed spinner.
Perfect those
spins and
achieve
perfect balance.
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GIFT IDEAS

HAT

FLIP-FLOPS

Stay warm in style
with our Men’s or
Ladies’ fleece hats.

Shower in style with
Edea flip flops.

T-SHIRT
Join the #edeafamily
with the stylish T-shirt.
Available for Ladies in
sizes XS, S, M, L and for
Men in sizes S, M, L, XL

PHONE HANGER
SKATE TAG

NECKLACE

BLADES

mir age

A full assortment of top
blades are available,
size shown below.
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BOOTS
SIZE

185
190

195
200

205
210

215
220

225
230

235
240

245
250

255
260

265
270

275
280

285
290

295
300

305
310

BLADE
SIZE 1/3

7

7 1/3

7 2/3

8

8 2/3

9

9 1/3

9 2/3

10

10 1/3

10 2/3

11

11 1/3

BLADE
SIZE 1/4

7

7 1/2

7 3/4

8

8½

9

9 1/4

9 3/4

10

10 1/4

10 3/4

11 1/4

11 1/2

TECH SPECIALIST

specialist kit includes:

professional kit:

one blade mounting stand
For quick and precise blade mounting our stand is practical, portable and can be attached to
any table or worktop. Once set, the blade and boot are held tightly together.

one drill bit extension 2,5 mm
Edea soles pre-drilling. Our extension makes it easy.
The extra length allows precise drilling with the blade
in place. Specially measured drill bit holder ensures
accurate depth of holes. 2,5mm drill bits are used
to allow Hi-Low screws maximum hold.

one start up pack of
edea hi-low screws
All Edea boots are supplied
with Hi-Low screws.

one carbon
filler

If you are mounting lots of blades,
upgrade to the PROFESSIONAL KIT
which includes all the tools supplied
with the Specialist Kit, except the

Essential for repositioning

Manual Mounting Stand that we re-

blades. Each pack includes

place with the Pneumatic one.

25x 2,5mm pre-cut

The Pneumatic stand allows quicker

carbon bars.

blade mounting. Stand must be con-

One Apron

nected to a compressor (not inclu-

When working on the boots stay

All trade accessories are re-ordable

clean and stylish with our red apron.

ded).
and available separately.

LOVE YOUR BOOT
Old fashioned boots had old fashion ways to create flexibility,
strangling the top of the leg to get control. Your new Edea boots
are designed and engineered with flexibility built in to give better
control. You do not need to create flexibility, you just need to lace
your boot so they are snug, and they
can perform to their maximum
potential. If you look after your
boots, they will look after you. 3 simple steps can make the difference.

1. Initial lacing set up should
be outside to the inside (over the top).

2. Proper Lacing of the boots
• Snug (but not too tight) around the
toe and top of the foot area,
• TIGHTER at the instep
(the top 3 Eyelets and Bottom Hook).
3. When taking the boot off loosen
This locks the foot and heel into the
the laces ALL the WAY DOWN,
optimum position.
so releasing tension off the boot
• finally adjust as preferred on the top 2 Hooks.
to ensure it maintains its perfect fit.
Tip: If an EDEA Skate creases at the instep
Tip: Do not leave laced boots in a
and ankle, they are most likely not being
hot car, as they may loose shape.
laced properly.

edeaskates.com
As product has continuous improvements, we reserve the right to change the design without notice.

